DISH Now Streaming Thousands of On-Demand
Movies and TV Shows to iPad
Available to DISH Subscribers of Blockbuster @Home on TV, PC and Now iPad
DISH Network L.L.C. announced today it has enhanced its
popular DISH Remote Access app for the iPad® to allow DISH
customers to watch thousands of on-demand streaming movies
and TV shows. DISH made the announcement at the 2012
International CES.
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DISH customers who subscribe to the Blockbuster @Home™
package or select premium movie packages, including HBO and
Cinemax, can now watch popular movies, TV shows and kid's
programming using the updated DISH Remote Access app on
their iPad.
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"DISH is known for innovation, variety and value and has raised
the bar when it comes to developing innovative ways to watch
TV, whether on a big screen TV in your living room or on an iPad
at the airport," said Vivek Khemka, vice president of Product
Management, DISH. "DISH customers have a wide variety of
entertainment options found nowhere else. Our enhanced app
makes it easy to watch TV everywhere and delivers the ultimate
entertainment experience."
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Streaming movies and TV shows using the enhanced DISH
Remote Access app requires a DISH log-in ID and a broadband-connected iPad. The DISH Remote Access
app is available today and is free to DISH customers from Apple's iTunes Store.
To watch live TV on the iPad, subscribers need a DISH Sling® Adapter and a broadband-connected
compatible DISH HD DVR receiver. More information about DISH Remote Access is available
at dishnetwork.com/tveverywhere/remoteaccess.
DISH Remote Access app images are available at http://press.dishnetwork.com/Press-Center/PhotoLibrary.
About DISH Network
DISH Network Corporation (NASDAQ: DISH), through its subsidiary DISH Network L.L.C., provides
approximately 13.945 million satellite TV customers, as of Sept. 30, 2011, with the highest quality
programming and technology with the most choices at the best value, including HD Free for Life.
Subscribers enjoy the largest high definition line-up with more than 200 national HD channels, the most
international channels, and award-winning HD and DVR technology. DISH Network's subsidiary,
Blockbuster L.L.C., delivers family entertainment to millions of customers around the world. DISH Network
Corporation is a Fortune 200 company. Visit www.dish.com.
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